4 sources over the course of 3 years of operation. The nearly space-like conditions in the Antarctic plateau are an ideal testbed for the suitability of very small-aperture (< 20 cm) telescopes to detect transient events, variable stars and stellar flares. We present the results of a robust search for such objects using difference image analysis of the data obtained during the 2009 & 2010 winter seasons. While no transients were found, we detected 29 flaring events and find a normalized flaring rate of 5 ± 4 × 10 −7 flare/hour for late-K dwarfs, 1 ± 1 × 10 −6 flare/hour for M dwarfs and 7 ± 1 × 10 −7 flare/hour for all other stars in our sample. We suggest future small-aperture telescopes planned for deployment at Dome A would benefit from a tracking mechanism, to help alleviate effects from ghosting, and a finer pixel scale, to increase the telescope's sensitivity to faint objects. We find that the light curves of non-transient sources have excellent photometric qualities once corrected for systematics, and are limited only by photon noise and atmospheric scintillation.
INTRODUCTION
The hunt for transiting exoplanets, micro-lensing events and variable stars has accelerated the use of small-aperture telescopes to provide high-cadence timeseries photometry during the past three decades. Smallaperture telescopes are well suited to this task because of their lower relative cost, large fields of view (FoV) and reproducibility (Bakos et al. 2002; Pollacco et al. 2006; Pepper et al. 2007; Law et al. 2013) . A byproduct of these searches has been a flood of observations and categorization of transient events using small to moderate aperture telescopes (Law et al. 2009; Shappee et al. 2014; Kessler et al. 2015) . Transient events are typically described as sudden increases in magnitude lasting between a few hours and a few days. The detection of such events is highly nontrivial given the lack of a priori information on their location and timing. Most of the above-referenced surveys use difference image analysis (DIA) data reduction pipelines to increase transient detection. DIA can be summarized as subtracting a convolved high-quality reference image from fresh science images. Correlated residuals left on the resulting frame (such as a sudden increase in flux at a previously blank location) denote a statistically significant change that can lead to the immediate and robust detection of a transient. The use of DIA has greatly minimized the impact of systematics associated with these searches. Unfortunately, most surveys are constrained in temporal coverage by nature (i.e. the day/night cycle and weather) and other uses of the telescope.
The Chinese Small Telescope ARray (CSTAR) was designed to test the feasibility and quality of an observatory stationed at Dome A on the Antarctic Plateau (87.3667
• S, 77.3500 • E). Dome A is considered to be one of the most promising observing sites on Earth with low temperature (-60 to -80 • C), high altitude (4200 m), extremely stable atmospheric conditions (< 0.4 mag extinction for 70% of the time ) and nearly-uninterrupted dark conditions for 6 months (Zou et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2010b; Wang, L. et al. 2011; Wang, S. et al. 2012; Wang, L. et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2013; Oelkers et al. 2015) . The combination of these factors allow for astronomical observations to take place in nearly space-like conditions. While the primary objective of the telescope was site testing, the initial three years of operations yielded over 10 6 unique photometric data points for > 10 4 astronomical sources in gri and clear filters. Several analyses of this data set have yielded a variety of interesting and rare variable stars such as Blazhko-effect RR Lyraes, exoplanet candidates, eccentric eclipsing binaries, pulsating variables in eclipsing systems and a wide variety of irregular variable sources (Zou et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2010b ; Wang, L. et al. 2011 Wang, L. et al. , 2013 Qian et al. 2014; Oelkers et al. 2015; Wang, S. et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015) .
While the large FoV (∼ 20 sq. deg) and fast cadence (20 − 40 s) of CSTAR are useful for transient searches, extragalactic events such as type la supernovae should remain elusive given the instrument's shallow limiting magnitudes. SNe la have peak magnitudes ∼ −19.17, −19.03, & − 18.5 mag in g,r &i (Phillips 1993; Folatelli et al. 2010) . Therefore, a SNe Ia would need to be at a distance < 39.8 Mpc to be detected in i with CSTAR (< 31.1 Mpc for g & r ). Using the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, we identified 4 galaxies within the CSTAR FoV that lie at distances closer than 40 Mpc, plus an additional 3 systems with K < 12 in the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . Given a supernovae rate of 10 −2 yr −1 and the 250 d baseline of the 2009-10 CSTAR observations we calculate the effective supernovae rate to be < 0.02 for a given CSTAR observing season. These probabilities are consistent with the null result described below.
The rapid cadence of CSTAR allows stars to be studied in an unprecedented fashion. Stellar flares and random changes in variability can be investigated under these observing conditions. We expect these events will be the largest contributor to the total number of detected transients given the large number of sources in the CSTAR field with nearly complete temporal coverage. We have chosen to specifically study the flare rate of Late-K and M dwarfs in addition the field's general flare rate because of the large amount of literature available to compare to. Previous studies of the flaring rate of M-dwarfs have been primarily undertaken using Stripe 82 in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) archival data and the primary Kepler Space Telescope mission data set (York et al. 2000; Borucki et al. 2010) ; these searches were targeted because of the high frequency of observations and the large area of coverage. Studies of Stripe 82 searched over 50,000 M-dwarf light curves for flares and found 271 events leading to a flaring fraction of 0.01 − .28% over a ∼ 10 year baseline which is greatly dependent on the distance from the Galactic Plane. These searches found the most active M-dwarfs will flare with a ∆g= 1.1 at 1.3 flares hr −1 sq. deg −1 (Kowalski et al. 2009 ). CSTAR provides a unique opportunity to test these rates because it is not constrained in temporal coverage as described above.
An active M-dwarf would need to be < 150 pc from the Sun to be detected by CSTAR given the limiting magnitude of the system. The CSTAR field is located at l = 303
• and b= −27
• and directed towards the Milky Way halo. A simple query of the TriLegal galactic model (Girardi et al. 2012) shows there should be ∼1600 K/Mdwarfs in the CSTAR field within the magnitude range where CSTAR could detect a flare. Assuming the flaring fraction from above we would expect 1 − 4 of these K/M dwarfs would provide a flare. However, given the above flaring rates we would expect ∼ 26 flares/hr in the 20.1 sq. degree FoV of CSTAR. However, due to the short lifetime of such events (∼ 5 − 45 min), care will be necessary to distinguish the flare from a brightening event introduced by the detector's systematics.
As described in detail below, CSTAR photometry can have systematics such as daily aliasing, ghost reflections, image defocusing and attenuation due to intermittent lens frosting. This paper presents a comprehensive characterization of all of these effects as part of a search for classical variables, transients and stellar flares in the 2009 and 2010 observations. Our paper is organized as follows: §2 summarizes the 2009 and 2010 CSTAR observations; §3 details the data processing steps; §4 describes our photometric reduction process; §5 discusses the sources of systematic effects; §6 details the search for variability, flares and transients; §7 presents our results.
2. OBSERVATIONS CSTAR was deployed to Dome A in early 2008 and carried out observations during three Antarctic winter seasons supported by the PLATO observatory (Lawrence et al. 2009 ) before being returned to China for comprehensive upgrades in early 2011; the following description applies to the original version of the system. It is composed of four Schmidt-Cassegrain widefield telescopes, each with a 145mm aperture and a field of view 20.1 sq. degrees. The focal planes contain AN-DOR DV435 1K×1K frame-transfer CCDs with a pixel size of 13µm, equivalent to a plate scale of 15 ′′ /pix. Filters are mounted at the top of the optical tubes, with a 10W electric current run through a coating of indium tin oxide to prevent frosting (Yuan et al. 2008) . Three of the filters are standard SDSS gri while the remaining one is a clear filter (hereafter, clear ). CSTAR contained no moving parts and the telescopes did not track, so as to minimize possible failures during the observing seasons. The telescopes are pointed towards the SCP and exposures are short (5-40s) to keep the resulting drift from subtending more than a pixel. The telescopes operated unattended with power supplied by gasoline engine generators (Yuan et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2010a) . The observations described in this work took place during the Antarctic winters of 2009 and 2010. During the 2009 winter season, observations were carried out by the telescopes equipped with g, clear and r filters. The remaining telescope, equipped with an i filter, failed to return data. The observations used in our analysis span MJD 54935-85 in g & clear and MJD 54955-5143 in r. Exposure times varied between 5 − 20 s. Oelkers et al. (2015) identified significant operating issues with the telescopes during the 2009 observing season. The primary obstacle for this data reduction was a defocused point-spread function (PSF). The PSF widely varied between regular torus-like shapes and irregular extended torus shapes containing multiple point sources. The clear telescope also suffered from severe intermittent lens frosting which led to the loss of ∼ 40% of the data. We chose not to include the clear data in this study because of the relatively small number of data points compared to the other bands and significantly higher dispersion in the resulting light curves (Oelkers et al. 2015) . The r telescope suffered from computer problems between MJD 54910-55 that resulted in incorrect exposure time information and images in which only part of the CCD appeared to be fully illuminated. Despite the removal of the affected data, ∼ 8 × 10 5 scientifically useful images were acquired over 125 days (Oelkers et al. 2015) .
During the 2010 winter season, observations were only carried out with the telescope equipped with the i filter since the other telescopes failed to return data. The ob-servations used in our analysis spanned MJD 55317-5460 with exposures times of 20 − 40 s. No major observing complications were identified in previous reductions of this data set or in our analysis.
3. IMAGE PROCESSING All images underwent preliminary data reduction that included bias subtraction, flat fielding, sky background subtraction and an electronic pattern subtraction (in g & r ) or a fringe pattern subtraction (in i). We will briefly describe each technique but refer the reader to the initial data release papers for more detailed descriptions (Wang, L. et al. 2013; Oelkers et al. 2015) .
The bias frames used were obtained during instrument testing in China (Zhou et al. 2010a ) while sky flats were generated by median-combining > 2, 700 frames with high sky level (typically > 10 4 ADU). After flat fielding, some frames exhibited a low-frequency residual background, likely due to moonlight or aurora. This background was modeled by sampling the sky background every 32 × 32 pixels. Bad and saturated pixels were excluded from each sky sample and a model sky was interpolated between all boxes to make a thinplate spline (Duchon 1976 ) using the IDL implementation GRID TPS. This background spline was subtracted from all images.
All images displayed a varying electronic background (in g & r ) or fringing pattern (in i), specially at low sky levels. The electronic patterns were removed from each individual image by masking all sources with > 2.5σ above the sky level with Gaussian noise, calculating the Fast Fourier Transform, and identifying all peaks with a power greater than 10 −3 . A correction frame was generated using only these peaks and subtracted from the original image. The fringe patterns were removed by masking all stars more than 2σ above the sky level and combining all images in sets of 12. The fringe pattern was shown to not change over the 12 images so the final template was created by taking the minimum pixel value at each location among the 12 sets. The resulting template was then subtracted from each science frame.
Since CSTAR had a fixed pointing towards the SCP, it was necessary to derotate each frame prior to DIA subtraction. We performed initial aperture photometry to all images with DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987) and used these star lists with the routines DAOMATCH and DAO-MASTER to find the proper cubic transformations between all images. We used these transformations and the IDL routine POLY WARP to apply a cubic convolution interpolation to align each image. Oelkers et al. (2015) found the SCP to drift slightly throughout the 2009 observing season. We have found the SCP to drift in a similar fashion during the 2010 observing season as shown in Figure 1 . The most notable period of the drift is on the sidereal day (∼ 0.997269 d) with a significant period also found at 10.5 d. We hypothesize these drifts could be due to the change in solar elevation, winds, shifting of the ice shelf or a combination of these factors.
4. PHOTOMETRY 4.1. Difference Image Analysis Difference Image Analysis (DIA) is a photometric technique which uses a convolution kernel to match the see- ing conditions between two frames taken of the same star field. A proper kernel solution will subtract any constant flux between frames to zero while leaving true astrophysical changes as correlated residual flux in the differenced frame. DIA has been shown to work well in crowded fields with data from small-aperture telescopes, even with highly abnormal PSF shapes (Pepper et al. 2007; Oelkers et al. 2015) . Our code is based on the optimal image subtraction routine ISIS (Alard & Lupton 1998) but uses a Dirac-δ function kernel. The coefficients c α,β (x, y) are solved for using the least-squares method by taking stamps around bright, isolated stars. We used a 5 × 5 kernel for all reductions, constant for i and firstorder for g & r, which has been previously shown to work well for CSTAR images (Oelkers et al. 2015) . The kernel is defined mathematically below:
where K α,β is a combination of (2w + 1) 2 delta function basis vectors and K 0,0 is the centered delta function (Miller et al. 2008; Oelkers et al. 2015) . We allowed c 0,0 (x, y) to be spatially variable to compensate for imperfect flat field corrections. In the case of α = 0 and β = 0,
while for α = 0 and β = 0,
Clean, precise subtractions require a high signal-tonoise (SNR) reference frame. The 2010 i reference frame was created by median combining over 3, 500 images with > 10 4 stars and a background level below 400 ADU. The 2009 g and r reference frames are single images devoid of clouds, satellites and lens frosting with low sky background obtained near the end of each observing season. These single reference frames were found to yield sub-stantially better subtractions than co-added images due to the spatially-varying torus-shaped PSFs of the telescopes during that season (Oelkers et al. 2015) .
Flux Extraction
Master star lists were created by first transforming the coordinates of all sources in Wang, L. et al. (2013) to each reference frame. These positions were masked and the DAOPHOT-FIND routine was run to search for any additional stars which might have been missed. We repeated the masking and search steps one additional time to increase completeness at the faint end. We initially removed stars with < 50, 000 data points or which had an rms> 0.75 mag. The star lists where then matched using the positions from DOAMATCH and DAOMASTER. The final star lists consist of 6,179, 12,801 & 10,681 stars in gri respectively, for a total of 15,496 stars, with 10,094 sources in at least 2 bands.
We found 292 stars in g and 1959 stars in r to match to multiple stars in i because of the defocused PSF in the 2009 data set. We kept each match and flagged the appropriate stars in the stellar library described in § 7. This is shown with the MATCHING flag in Table 1 with either a 0 (no multi-match) or 1 (multi-match). Similarly some stars in g & r, show magnitudes significantly brighter than would be expected for typical g-r or r -i colors. This is likely because the aperture magnitudes in the 2009 reference frames likely caused an increase in flux in both bands for some crowded stars. Stars with possible contamination are also flagged in the library with the CROWDING flag with either 0 (normal) or 1 (possible contamination).
We extracted differential fluxes using aperture photometry with the IDL version of the DAOPHOT package. We set the radius for the photometric aperture at 2.5 and 5 pixels (37.5 and 75 ′′ ) for i and g&r, respectively, with sky annuli spanning 4 − 6 and 8 − 10 pixels (1 − 1.5 and 2 − 2.5 ′ ) in each case. The differential flux was combined with the flux from the reference frame, corrected for exposure time and calibrated following Wang, L. et al. (2011) and Oelkers et al. (2015) . We used the relations from Wang, L. et al. (2013) and Oelkers et al. (2015) to correct for the time drift of the acquisition computer. Finally we removed measurements with large photometric errors and scatter, likely due to cosmic rays or bad subtractions, if these exceeded +4σ of a moving median.
Detection Frames
DIA provides a unique opportunity to detect variability in a star field before searching through light curves, since correlated residuals on a differenced frame indicate a statistically significant change in flux. A "detection" frame can be created by co-adding the absolute values of differenced frames to achieve a higher SNR identification of variable or transient behavior. Each differenced frame was normalized on a per-pixel basis by the square root of the sum of the counts in the science and reference frames before the co-addition. We also masked all pixels within a 5-pixel radius of the position of any point source in the master list.
Due to the nearly-polar location of Dome A, many images were contaminated by satellite tracks which were masked as follows. The FIND routine was used to identify sources in each differenced frame with stellar-like PSFs. These objects were temporarily masked and a line was fit to any remaining pixels with large positive deviations (> 10σ above the mean background) using the IDL routine ROBUST LINFIT. If the residuals of the fit had a standard deviation < 3 pix, a trapezoidal mask was placed along the best-fit line. This process was repeated until no best-fit line was found to account for multiple satellite trails. The temporary masks were then removed and the absolute value of the frame was taken. The final detection frames were made by co-adding all frames obtained within a 24 hour window (typically > 3200 frames).
SYSTEMATIC AND STATISTICAL
UNCERTAINTIES IN PHOTOMETRY A careful characterization of the sources of systematic and statistical uncertainty is critical prior to claiming the detection of astrophysical transients or stellar variability. Flat-fielding errors, bad subtractions, misalignments and ghost reflections are all examples of sources creating features in light curves which can mimic true signals. We employed several methods, described below, to decrease the impact these systematics played on our data reduction and detection metrics.
5.1. Bad subtractions due to high attenuation DIA uses the least-squares method to find the zero point offset between science frames and a reference frame. In theory, changes due to airmass and the cloud layer should be removed with a proper kernel solution. However, we found that high levels of attenuation due to frosting or clouds (> 1.5 mag) significantly decrease the SNR of the brightest stars and the number of possible kernel template stars, leading to significant subtraction artifacts. Therefore, we removed any images with < 1300 stars in the central 512 × 512 pix. This led to a reduction in the dispersion of each light curve by ∼ 0.005 − 0.02 mag. The phase-folded light curve of a known binary (CSTARJ090317.06-883219) after alias removal. The light curve has been phased and binned into 10,000 data points. The red lines denote the scatter in the light curve prior to the alias removal. The rms has been decreased by ∼ 0.017 mag. Typical photometric error is shown at the bottom right of the panel. Bottom: The phase folded aliased signal removed from the light curve. This alias was shown to repeat with a period of the sidereal day. The light curve of the contact binary CSTARJ084537.33-883343 prior to alias removal. Qian et al. (2014) showed to "flare" at different times throughout the 2010 observing season. Bottom: The same contact binary plotted in phase space for 1 sidereal day after removing the eclipsing variation. All flares quite obviously line up at the same point in phase, signifying the flaring is occurring across the same set of pixels. The red points denote a smoothed 10-minute median of the phased light curve.
Aliasing
Despite the continuously dark conditions during the polar night, CSTAR light curves are still significantly affected by aliases with periods close to 1 sidereal day.
These are due to the daily circular motion of objects around the FoV. This periodic motion can mimic a true signal when combined with slight flat fielding errors. We found these fluctuations were on the order of 0.01 − 0.03 mag in a light curve depending on the stellar magnitude and position on the detector.
Fortunately, since the period of the alias is known (∼ 0.99727 d) we were able to easily identify and remove these features. We used the Trend-Filtering-Algorithm (hereafter, TFA) in signal reconstruction mode to identify the sidereal signal for each light curve (Kovács et al. 2005; Hartman et al. 2008 ). The sidereal signal was subtracted from the light curve and TFA was then run iteratively to produce the cleaned product. 150 randomly distributed stars brighter than 11.5 mag with dispersions < 0.1 mag were used to create the template for TFA. Figure 2 shows an example of TFA cleaning a light curve of a known eclipsing binary without distorting the astrophysical variation.
Ghosts
The rapid cadence of CSTAR (20 − 40 s) and the long duration of the data stream (nearly 6 uninterrupted months each observing season) allows for the study of stars in an unprecedented fashion. Rare events, such as stellar flares, can be identified and studied in great detail. Qian et al. (2014) showed the modulation of the light curve of a contact binary in the CSTAR field due to the O'Connell effect (O'Connell 1951) and seemingly aperiodic flaring events throughout the 2010 observing season. Unfortunately, when these flaring events are phased against the sidereal day, they can be traced back to a single 10 × 10 pixel region on the detector. In fact, upon rigorous inspection, ∼ 20% of 2010 CSTAR light curves (Wang, L. et al. 2013 ). The black points mark the rms for stars in the 2010 data set reduced with DIA. The red line is the mean rms of Wang, L. et al. (2013) at each magnitude. This work achieves a lower rms for stars i< 11 by 9 mmag and is consistent with the previous work at fainter magnitudes.
exhibit similar features which are likely due to internal reflection or "ghosting" from bright stars (Meng et al. 2013) . Figure 3 marks the location of the most prominent ghosting features in the CSTAR focal plane and shows the eclipsing binary flares from Qian et al. (2014) as impostor signals. It is very likely that fainter ghosts exist given the large number of stars that exhibit "flaring events" which repeat on a sidereal day basis but lie outside of major tracks.
We first identified these ghosting features when creating the daily transient detection frames. As shown in Figure 3 they appear as circles that are not centered on the SCP. As the ghosts have no source in the reference frame, they appear as seemingly moving objects in the differenced frames. It is likely that these signals are caused by the reflections of bright stars both in and near the CSTAR field, as many of these circles appear to track the reflection pattern of a bright star. These ghosts have been found to make changes in the light curve on the order of 0.2 − 3 mag and last 10 − 45 min, easily mimicking a flare-like event. Subsequently, any star or transient displaying a flare-like feature had its position checked against these known ghosts and the light curve investigated for similar events occurring at the same point in sidereal phase.
Statistical fluctuations
We modeled the statistical uncertainty as σ 2 = I N + AI sky + σ 2 a , where I N and I sky are the photon counts from the object and sky respectively, A is the area of the photometric aperture, and σ a is the expected scintillation limit (Young 1967; Hartman et al. 2005) .
We measured the dispersion in each light curve, weighted by the uncertainty in aperture photometry, for a single day of operation (typically > 3000 frames) and compared these values to our noise model. We find satisfactory agreement with the simple model described above, with dispersions reaching within a factor of 5 of the scintillation limit in g&i. We found a larger noise floor of ∼ 1% in r, most likely due to the effects of the electronic pattern and the frosting described in § 2. Figure 5 shows the typical daily dispersion for each band.
SEARCH FOR VARIABLES AND TRANSIENTS
The combination of robust aliasing removal and use of DIA yielded light curves with lower dispersion than previous analyses of the 2010 CSTAR data, which were based on simpler aperture photometry. We find the rms with DIA to be lower by ∼ 9 mmag for stars with i< 11 as compared to the same stars with aperture photometry as shown in Figure 6 . In this section, we discuss the techniques used to analyze this higher-quality set of light curves to search for variability, periodicity and stellar flares. Lastly, we describe the steps taken to search for transients in the "blank" areas of the FoV.
Continuous Variability
We employed a combination of 3 variability metrics, following the approach of previous reductions of CSTAR data (Wang, L. et al. 2013; Oelkers et al. 2015) . We computed the rms and the 90% span in magnitude for each object (hereinafter, ∆ 90 ), as well as the upper 2σ envelope of both quantities as a function of magnitude. Light curves above these limits are expected to exhibit true astrophysical variability instead of being dominated by systematic effects. We also employed the Welch-Stetson J variability statistic, including the necessary rescaling of DAOPHOT errors (Udalski et al. 1994; Stetson 1996; Kaluzny et al. 1998) as implemented in the VARTOOLS data reduction set (Hartman et al. 2008) . This statistic computes the significance of photometric variability between two adjacent data points and is useful to detect variability during short time spans, such as the 5 − 40 s sampling of the CSTAR data. We considered objects lying above the +3σ envelope for this statistic as variable.
We considered a star to be variable if the star passed all 3 of the above tests in either g, r or i. A star was removed from the variable sample if it was within 3.75 (7.5) pixels of a star 2 magnitudes brighter in i(g&r ) or the star's primary LS period was an aliased period with SNR greater than 1σ of the mean SNR for a given band. We also removed the 10% of stars with the least amount of data. A star was returned to the periodic sample if it was later found to have a significant LS period which was not an alias and passed the other 2 cuts described above. Figure 7 shows these techniques recovering the variable candidate CSTARJ192723.13-881334. 
Classical Periodicity
We searched each light curve for periodic signals using a Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982, LS) as implemented in VARTOOLS (Hartman et al. 2008) . We computed the 3 highest SNR periods of each star between 0.01 d and the total number of days observed in each band. Each light curve was whitened against the highest SNR period before searching for the next. We checked each signal against know aliases and removed spurious signals. We also applied +3σ cuts false alarm probability (log 10 (FAP)) and SNR. The FAP provides an estimate on the likelihood of a true periodic signal by comparing the SNR of a specific signal to the cumulative distribution of all SNRs. Figure 8 shows the technique recovering the period for the candidate CSTARJ071218.39-875116. We removed stars from the periodic sample using the same cuts described in § 6.1.
We also searched for transit-like events using the BoxLeast-Squares algorithm (Kovács et al. 2002, BLS) . We pre-whitened each light curve against the most significant LS period and its 10(9) (sub)harmonics. The duration of the transit was allowed to range in phase between 0.01 and 0.1 of the primary period with 10,000 trial periods and 200 phase bins. The search was conducted between 0.1 and 1/3 of the total days in the observing season in order to ensure we observed at least 3 transit events. We required each eclipse period to be unique and have a unique ephemeris time to avoid contamination by aliased periods. We also required the ratio of χ 2 /χ 2 − > 1.0 and the signal-to-pink noise to be > 5. The χ 2 /χ 2 − statistic shows how well a transit model is fit compared to a transit model fit to the inverted light curve (Burke et al. 2006) . Light curves with χ 2 /χ 2 − << 1 are ill suited for transit searches. Each periodic variable passing the BLS cuts was visually inspected to ensure the routine was not fitting the noise.
Stellar Flares
We searched for flare events using the IDL function GAUSSFIT with a 6-term solution to allow for symmetric and asymmetric flare detection. Similar to the BLS search, we pre-whitened all light curves against the most significant LS period and its 10(9) (sub)harmonics. Each whitened light curve was broken into 0.25 d bins with at least 50 data points per bin prior to the fit. Any bestfit gaussian with 0.8 < χ 2 ν < 1.2 and a flare amplitude greater than the rms of the light curve passed the first significance cut.
All passing events were phased on the sidereal day to check against "ghosting" signals. Any recurrent event in sidereal phase was flagged as a spurious "ghost" detection. This procedure was repeated, phasing the events on the whitened LS period to identify events which may have been artifacts of the whitening process. Similarly, the MJD of each flare was checked against all other flare event timings to rule out events which were caused by global artifacts, such as misalignments or bad subtractions. The phase of each flare event was also visually inspected to confirm there were no other noticeable flares, indicative of ghost events and the previous and next sidereal day were examined no similar variation occurred. Additionally, any star with a candidate flare in g or r observed between MJD 54955-985, when the observations overlapped, had its light curve inspected in the alternate band. If the flare did not pass the cuts mentioned above then the flare was removed from the candidate list.
Any flare timing within 5 min of a flare in another star was flagged and removed. Each flaring star's position was required to be more than 5 pixels from a known ghosting track or bleed trail from a saturated star. Candidates were further constrained to have 0.95 < χ 2 ν < 1.05 to remove candidates which were fitting the noise of a light curve instead of flare-like variation. Lastly, we removed stars from our flaring sample which did not pass the cuts for proximity or aliasing mentioned in § 6.1. We attempted to quantify the possible ghost contamination in our sample because of the large number of light curves showing ghosting events. We estimated this contamination by injecting fake flares of varying amplitude, length and phase into simulated light curves with varying noise. These contaminated light curves were then run through our selection process. We found on average 12% of the total flares recovered were ghost contaminants with lengths < 45 min. We use this contamination rate to correct our flaring fraction.
To quantify the flare rate and make comparisons to the previously mentioned studies we needed to select the stars which were the most likely to be K/M dwarfs. We identified the stars in our data set using the 2MASS catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006 ) to provide JHK magnitudes. We combined the J-H vs. H-K color-color diagram with the stellar locus for K5V-M9V provided by Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) . We selected stars with 2MASS photometric errors σ < 0.2 mag and within ±1σ of the J-H v. H-K loci as the most likely dwarf candidate members. To estimate contamination by background giants we queried the TriLegal model (Girardi et al. 2012) for the Galaxy and applied the same cuts. We estimate our contamination to be < 1% at each spectral type. We estimate the Galactic reddening vector with the relations from Fitzpatrick (1999) and find extinction would preferentially scatter early type dwarfs into our selection sample. However, since SCP E(B-V) at the SCP will be ∼ 0.16 mag (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) , the expected color excess in the 2MASS bands is E(J-H)< 0.05 mag and E(H-K) < 0.03 mag. We expect these effects to cause minimal contamination from early type stars.
Transient Events
The detection frames, described in § 4.3, were inspected for correlated residuals with stellar-like PSFs in the "blank" areas of the master frame. Recall that all point sources detected in the master frame were masked in these detection frames; therefore this search was specifically aimed at identifying transients arising from objects normally lying below the limiting magnitude of CSTAR. 7×7 pixel stamps centered on each transient candidate were extracted and retained if they exhibited a > +5σ variation above the sky background. If a transient candidate occurred in g & r between MJD 54955-985 its position and timing were checked in the alternate band to aid in confirmation. Any transient without a counterpart was removed from our sample.
Fluxes were then extracted from all differenced frames (as described in § 4.2) for two reasons. The first was to check for bona-fide variation of the transient light curve, which might have been missed by the metric above. The second was to give a robust sample of possible aliasing flares described in § 5.3. Since the majority of each transient light curve was simply the sky background, variations due to moonlight or twilight had to be removed by subtracting the median sky value of the image from each transient light curve.
Each transient candidate light curve was checked against known aliasing features as follows. The light curve was divided into segments spanning 0.01 sidereal days and the mean magnitude of each fragment was compared tom φ , defined as the mean magnitude of all other sections of the light curve spanning the same fractional sidereal day during the rest of the season. The variation was considered bona-fide if it contained at least 10 data points and lay > +2σ abovem φ . The timing of each transient passing these cuts was further checked against the timing of all others. If an event was found to coincide in time with another candidate, both were discarded as spurious.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Classic variability and/or periodicity: Previous studies of CSTAR data (Wang, L. et al. 2011 (Wang, L. et al. , 2013 Oelkers et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015) have generated lists of variables by applying a binary classification (i.e., an object is either variable or not, based on a set of criteria). In this work, we present the likelihood of variability and/or periodicity for every object, computed as follows. Stars meeting the variability criteria in g or r received one point per band, while two points were awarded for i because those images were in focus and well sampled. Similarly, stars exhibiting a significant periodicity received 2 points in i and 1 in g & r. We found 48 objects to have a variability or periodicity (LS or BLS) score of 3 or more, signifying a high likelihood of variability. Table 1 is an example list of all stars in our sample and their resulting scores which will be included with the stellar library. If the star had a variability or periodicity score of 3 or more, its type was estimated in Table 1 .
Numerous reductions of the CSTAR data sets have identified many new and intriguing variable stars. The unprecedented cadence of the telescope over a 6 month period allows for a statistical analysis of the number of variable stars which could be visible in a given FoV. Figure 9 shows all of the variable stars in our field as well as the flaring stars described below. We determined our variable star rate by looking at the total number of stars passing the variability tests (rms, ∆ 90 , J ) in at least 1 band. We excluded the periodic variables (both LS and BLS) from this analysis unless their variations were large enough to pass our tests for classical variability. We find the majority of our recovered variable stars are mag∼ 12 in all bands with variables in g showing the largest magnitude variation. The large number of variables at 12 mag is likely due to the fact that ∼ 40 of the stars observed were at this magnitude. Finally we determined a normalized variable rate of 7.0 ± 0.5 × 10 −4 variable stars per sq. degree across all bands, 4.5±0.6×10 −4 for g, 2.8 ± 0.3 × 10 −4 for r and 5.7 ± 0.5 × 10 −4 for i. These rates are consistent with previous studies of the CSTAR field. Flare events: We identified 10, 10 and 9 flare events in i, g & r, respectively leading to a total of 29 flares throughout the nearly 3000 combined hours of observations between 2009 and 2010. This leads to a total flaring rate for the entire CSTAR field of 7 ± 1 × 10 −7 flares/hr. Details for each flare event are shown in Table 2 and Figure 10 shows light curves of 9 events of varying amplitude and length. Of the stars which could have been visible in both g & r we found only 1 star to flare in both bands. The remaining objects either did not have a counterpart in the other band, were outside of the counterpart band's observing window or experienced a data drop out at the time of the flare.
The normalized flare rates for the searched spectral types, K5V-M9V, are 5 ± 4 × 10 −7 flares/hr (late K) and 1 ± 1 × 10 −6 flares/hr (M) as shown in Fig 11. All other stars in our sample were shown to flare at a rate of 7 ± 1 × 10 −7 flares/hr. We found 6 stars in this spectral range to flare which is consistent with our expectations of 1 − 4 flaring K/M dwarfs from the previously defined flaring fraction. These rates are in contention with previous studies of the flare rates for these spectral types, ≈ 4 × 10 −4 − 10 −1 flares/hr (Davenport et al. 2012; Hawley et al. 2014) . These rates were shown to be highly dependent on the activity level of the star.
We hypothesize our flare rates are lower because of a combination of factors. First, the relative age of stars in the halo is typically older than that of stars in the disk (Jofré & Weiss 2011) . Kowalski et al. (2009) showed the flare rate was highly dependent on galactic latitude. As the CSTAR field is centered at (l ≈ 303, b ≈ −27
• ) it is dominated by halo stars (Wang, L. et al. 2013; Oelkers et al. 2015) . Studies of stellar rotation and activity relations for diverse stellar ages have shown older stars decrease their magnetic activity as they age (García et al. 2014) . Therefore an older, magnetically inactive halo population would flare at a lower rate than a more diversely aged population as is found in the disk (i.e. stars in the Kepler field ). Similarly, Hawley et al. (2014) showed inactive M-dwarfs could have flare rates lower than active M-dwarfs by 2-3 orders of magnitude.
Finally, a major contributing factor to our lower flare rate is that we are biased against detecting all flares due to the rampant ghosting events in the CSTAR data sets. Many of the flares contributing to the flare rates in previous work were found with significantly more precise photometry, from the Kepler space telescope, and had durations < 1 hr, a timescale identical to ghost reflections Davenport et al. 2014; Lurie et al. 2015) . We corrected our flaring rate for ghost contamination by subtracting our expected contamination rate for flares with timescales less than 45 minutes as determined in § 6.3 but because we made many cuts on simultaneous events, sidereal phase timing and flare duration we likely removed bona-fide flares from our sample. If the telescope had returned more simultaneous, multi-band data during the 2009 or 2010 seasons we would be able to better constrain, identify and categorize more flare candidates. Transient events: We identified 331, 53 and 15 candidate transient events in i, g and r, respectively. However, throughout our analysis it became quite clear many systematic effects can mimic transients, specially at low flux levels. After studying the timing of each event as well as its duration and amplitude, it became clear that none of the candidates could be distinguished from known detector systematics. Many identified transients either showed no variation in their light curve at the expected time or exhibited signals which mimicked those found in § 5.3 at nearly the same fractional sidereal day (± 0.01). Other transients occurred only once during the season, but were found to occur at the same time as other events elsewhere in the focal plane. Similarly, transients which should occur in both g & r where unrecoverable in the counterpart band. Figure 12 shows examples of such impostors. While no events were identified, our null result is consistent with the expectation of the type 1a supernovae occurrence rate being less than 2% based on CSTAR's limiting magnitude and FoV.
We find that CSTAR's original design may not have been well suited for blind transient searches due to its large pixel scale (∼ 15 ′′ ) and lack of a tracking mechanism. The large pixel scale forced many sources into the same pixel and also exacerbated the difficulty of locating the source of the transient event in a possible 1.25
′ radius.
The large pixel scale also created a shallow limiting magnitude (13.5 in g&r and 14.5 in i) which greatly reduced the telescope's ability to detect Galactic and extragalactic transients. Furthermore, the lack of a tracking mechanism increased the number of sources effected by ghosting events. We find these events to be so common and wide spread that if a short-duration transient event were to be detected with no other known counterpart it is more likely the event is caused by an asymmetric reflection than truly being astrophysical in origin. In contrast, successful transient searches, such as the Palomar Transient Factory and the Dark Energy Survey, use significantly larger telescopes with finer pixel scales (Law et al. 2009; Kessler et al. 2015) . The ASAS-SN survey, which uses a similar aperture telescope, employs a mount capable of tracking and has a fainter limiting magnitude of 17 in V (Shappee et al. 2014) . Nevertheless, CSTAR was quite useful for delivering high SNR light curves of bright variable stars and for detecting periodic signals such as planetary transits and stellar eclipses. We suggest decreasing the pixel scale and adding a tracking mechanism for any future plan of returning the telescope to Dome-A. However, given the difficulty of installing and operating a robotic telescope from Dome A, we consider the telescope to be highly successful because of the quality of the photometry and numerous scientific studies resulting from the 3 years of operation (Zou et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2010b; Wang, L. et al. 2011 Wang, L. et al. , 2013 Qian et al. 2014; Oelkers et al. 2015; Wang, S. et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015) .
SUMMARY
We have presented an in-depth search for transients, stellar flares and variables in the 2009 and 2010 CSTAR observations, using difference-imaging analysis. The improved photometry delivered by this technique enabled us to search for stellar flares and to better characterize classical (and in some cases periodic) variables. We identified 29 flaring events implying a flare rate of 7±1×10 −7 flare/hr for the entire CSTAR field, 5±4×10 −7 for Late K and 1±1×10
−6 flare/hour for M dwarfs in the halo. Our flare rate for all other stars in our sample is 7 ± 1 × 10 −7 flare/hr. We also identify 48 of 15,496 stars with highly significant continuous variability or periodicity, which is consistent with previous reductions of variable stars in the CSTAR field. We determine a total variability rate of 7.0 ± 0.5 × 10 −4 variable stars per sq. degree which could be useful in planning future high-cadence searches for variable stars.
The generation of "detection frames" for the transient search enabled us to identify a large number of systematic effects, some of which have resulted in the erroneous claim of astrophysical variability in previous analyses of these data sets. We have detailed these systematic effects to help future users of the photometric data products identify possible contaminants. Small-aperture telescopes can be very beneficial in blind transient searches if they have fine pixel scales and tracking capabilities. Additionally, they are very well suited for not long-term studies of bright variables and can provide unique information on light curve modulations or apsidal motion.
All light curve data will be available through the Chinese Virtual Observatory (http://casdc.chinavo.org/data/cstar) and the difference-image-analysis code developed for this analysis is freely available upon request to the corresponding author (RJO). 
